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This is going to be a funny kind of lec~--ure - part 

concert, part Quaker Meeting; part of it is going to be talk. 

That is the most difficult part. Difficult be cause I shHll 

try to stick to my subject, music, with all the rigour I can 

muster. And I want you to do the s 2Jne. That means that I 

will subordinate the talk to the music. We can all talk 

aftervrn.rds, when there will be no more music - or only a little 

·if requir·ed to make a point clear. 

During the lecture I want to let the music speak, and 

myself to get a word in edgeways here and there where this can 

be done without drowning the music. There is always the danger 

that the one will drovm. the other. If necessary, let the 

music, for once, dominate,, After some of the musical examples 

I shall try to let some moments of silence elapse before t aking 

up the talk again. Partly as a measm.'e of , self-defence - the 
SD Oken 

music is so much more eloquent tha t a.nyfwords fall very flat 

after • .l-
l v; but partly al so, and more in1portantly, b e cause I 

really vmnt the music to have its say and to be cons idered, 

So I shall occasionally try to give you time to consider it 

v1hen your ears are still full of it. You might even - in an 

unquakerish way - Yvant to jot things dov1m that occur to you. 

Music has al1Nays been bedevilled by irrelevant talk. 

Irrelevance a1, ises all too easily - it seems almost impo ss ible 

to avoid it. I continually catch myself at it. All subjects 

suffer from i rre levan t t alk; but this one mos t particularly, 

for some fairly obvious and some more complicated reasons . 

One of the obvious reasons is that not all people experience 

music mus icallv ( t118.t 1 s a.n undeI'statement) £md there is a 
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conspiracy to pretend that they do. Therefore we get a lot 

of talk ostensibly about music that is not really about music 

at all. I am not saying that the unrausical cannot or should 

not talk about nm.sic - they can and they should : the discovery 

of true extra-nmsical analogies may depend on them. But this 

matter of exnerience nm.st always be kept firmly in mind. By 

experiencing music musically I mean something that involves 

the whole person, including the mind, the active, participating 

mind. Not the mind that, Yihile there is music going on, 

concentrates of half concentrates on something else - be it 

the Bible, p·~to, or mathematics; or the mind that drifts off 

to visions, d1"es1ns, or reminiscences. 

Befo:;"'."'e we start I should like to make some remaI•lrn about 

the voluminous document you have been given. Actually they 

are pretty close to the heart of the matter we want to discuss 

later. 

For the texts that are not originally in English that is, 

when the composer set them to music - for those texts I have 

given a rough and ready translation. It does not scsn like 
is 

the original. It fis:~ neither singable nor entirely literal, 

noj_" in any way loyal to a s t'lle - it is rough. Its purpose 

is mainly to give the gener•al sense of the whole snd the exact 

translation of the keI vrords in the original. The latter•, the 

exact translation of key words, :ls v1hat matters most: bees.use 

the listener should kn.ov1 what certain vrords mean that have 

entered into union yrith cei-·tain musical phrases. 

l\Iuch of the point of the best kind of vocal cm:T~losi tion 

(and all the e:o::01n~1les to-night belong to the best ki:1C1 Cchough 

there is not a single operatic exam:pleJ )much of the point of 

such a corn:::iosition is lost if the music is actually or mentally 
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(in the listener's mind) forced into an· adulterous union 

(however loose) with different words. In this kind of vocal 

music j_t is not just the general drift of a verbal statement, 

or even the precise MetLlJ.ing of the vrhole statement, that has 

been corribined with music, but often it is single vrnrds or 

groups of tvrn or three v;ords that are t1expressed 11 , t1accom:panied 11 

by - that are .§._\~ vdth particular notes or groups of notes~ 

Not only in such glar•ingly obvious cases as that of th~ 

word 11 charms 11 in the E:;cam.ple you will hear first (Hat once it 

charms the sensell) or the sliqhtly less obvious 11 grieven; 

not only in such cases as tle "jarring seeds 11 ruJ.d the nscatter'd 

t ...-A ., .L a oms", ouu also in a case l:lke that of the llwox•ld below 11 ar:d 

"the spheres above 11 - right up fu::c.0 ther to a case of such 

sublimation or sublimi t;)T as our final sung example to-night., 

So, to get back to the use to be :made of this docu:rient, I 

Viould advise the follovJine; : don't x·ead ahead. Sufficient unto 

A..n.d as v1e get to some 

Examples, I may say something about the words. The first 

Example, I think, needs no advance e::c_planation .. ( <:i'-r 1 ) 
.12.i-t'...$ -

'Tis nature's voice, 'tis nature's voice, 
Thro all the movinc; wood and creatures understood, 
The universal tonsue, the universal tongue, 
To none of all her num'rous race unknovm, 
From her, from her it learnt 
The :mighty, the mighty, the mighty art 
To court the ear> or stri1rn the heart, 
At once the passions to ex_;;iress·and move, 
At once the passions to express, 

to express and move. 
We hear, and straight v!e grieve o:c· hate, 
We hear, and straight we grieve or hate, 
rejoice or love. 
In unseen chains it does the fancy bind, 

it does, it does the fancy bind. 
At once it charms the sense and captivates the mind; 
At once it charms the sense and captivates the mind. 
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Soul of the World, inspired by thee, 
The jarring, jarring seeds, 
The jarring, jarring seeds of matter did agree. 
Thou didst the scatter'd atoms bind 
Thou didst the scatter 1d, ~Le scatter 1d atoms bind, 
·which by thy laws of true proportion joined, 
Made up of various par· ts, 
!"1ade up of various parts, of various, various parts, 
Made up of various parts one.perfect, 
One perfect, one perfect, perfect harmony. 

.. . 

Thou tun 1 st this world, this vTOrld. belo33_, 
The spheres above, 
Who in the heavenly round 
To their own nmsic move. 

However persuasively put, this is a bunch of pretty bold 

claims. They were made - not uniquely - you will be f aro.iliar 

with most of them - by one Nicholas Brady. The persuasion, 

the music, is by Henry Purcell. These two were chosen by 

11 The Musical Society". in London to vVJ:>ite an Ode for St. Ceci-

lia's Day in 1692 (Purcell also wrote others, but this is his 

biggest).· Cecilia, as you may know, was a Rom.211 matron and 

becsI!le a Christian saint. She is the patron .saint of the 

blind - and of music. Musical literature is full . 
«S 

written in her honour, but Purcell's great OdeA.the 

of pieces 

greatest, 

because the most musically relevant, the most magnificent, and 

the most assertive. (The composer himself, incidentally, 

sang the number with which we started and from which I,took 

my title.) 

The words, I said, are by Brady (a less distinguished 

poet than Joh.tL Dryden - but just listen, one day, to the 

Dryden/Haendel Cecilia Ode and you will be able to disprove 

for yourselves the wisdom of Beethoven's desire to compose the 

words of poets worthy of his efforts, like Homer or Schiller.) 

The vrords of this Ode, then/ are by Brady. But he probably 

did not ~ite all those repetitions that you have on your 

sheets. Those are by Purcell - and I only put a minimum of 
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them down - in the polyphonic choral number even more repeating 

goes on between the different voices• Why did he put all those 

repetitions? Because if~ou repeat something often enough, even 

a lie, it will be believed? 

fancy bind n? Or 

"It does, it does, it does the 

ttat once the passions to express and move, 
at once the passions to express, 

to express and move. 11 

That may be the most crucial claim of all. At any rate it is 

one that is most volub"ly and most heatedly discussed nowadays. 

Here is what the 11 anti-expressionist 11 Stravinsky says: 

11 I consider that nmsic is, by its very nature, essentially 
powerless to e:x:oress anything at all, whether a feeling, 
an attitude of mind, a psychological mood, a phenomenon 
of nature, etc ••• ~E.x:oression has never been an inlierent • . Q.~"'s . property of music. That is by no ment:,- the purpose ••• 
(E.A."}lression is) an aspect which, unconsciously or by 
force of habit, we have come to confuse with its essential 
being ••• Music is given to us with the sole purpose of 
establishing an order in things, including, and particularly, 
the coordination between man and time. Its indispensable 
requirement is constructiOll:- Construction once completed, 
this order has been attained, and there is nothing more 
to be said. 11 

11 0rder.c.the coordination between man and time. ~t (PLAY Ex. 2) 

/"Gottes Zeit, Gottes Zeit ist die allerbeste, 
ist die allerbeste Zeit, 

die allerbe s te, 
ist die allerbeste Zeit. II 

Some of you may remember that. It is the opening "of 

Bach's Cantata 11 God's time is the best time - the best time of 

all 11 • The cantata is also called the Actus Tragicus. It is 

a funeral piece. It does not sound funereal. Does Stravinsky 

win then : it expresses nothing? Or the "expressionists rr vdn : 

it expresses the Christian joy at a departure to a better life? 

Or does Stravinsky win after all, because it "establishes an orde:r 

••• between man and time 11 - in whatever sense you may choose to 

take that - either by its statement of the fact that "God's time 
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is the best time 11 - or by the very nature of music? 

Let us ha.ve another example. (Ex. 3) 

11 Ich bin vergnilgt mit meinem Gliicke, 
das mir der liebe Gott beschert." 

A slow waltz. But hardly gay. You may have caught the words: 

11 Ich bin vergnngt in meinem Glilcke 11 - the lady says she is gay, 

or content, in her happiness, or good fortune. The oboe, and 

indeed the lady rs vocal line, seems to say. ·something different 
ri h ·;; ~.. · """":• ;t!J?~o ·,,. ..... l'J · 
t~ c.~ ... eJ.~J"A-~ ""-e_.,.~.,.,-..J! ... ~---""'"~Ji- 1,;. ..... ..,,_s..,_,...,,-~ ... ·~<:~...t.L.,.$~"'£\ ...... ~~·'· e 

(-c:>r something extra?). J ·The next example, which I want to give 
/'-

you for the sake of comparison, does not seem to me to be a far 

cry: 

Ex. 4 11 Erbarme dich. o. 11 

It is, most of you know it, 11Erbarme dich 11 (Have mercy, Lord), 

the plea for mercy af·ter Peter's betrayal and bitter tears in 

the St. Matthew Passion. Let us have the whole of that passage: 

the three-fold challenge, tlJ.e three, increasingly emphatic, 

denials, and the remorse. It is Example 5 and you have all the 

words on page 2, with a rough English translation beside them. 

It is the Gospel story. Try to stick to the German words and 

only refer to the English when necessary. (Ex. 5) 

Ex. 5 

~ 
_ 11 Petrus aber sass draussen im Palast, 
'Und es tra t zu ihm eine Magd und sprach: 
Und du warest auch mit dem Jesu aus Galil!la. 
Er leugnete aber vor ihnen allen und sprach: 
Ich weiss nicht, vrns du sagest. 
Als er aber zur T-8.r hinausging, sahe ihn eine andre 
und sprach zu denen, die da waren: 
Dieser war auch mit dem Jesu von Nazareth. 
Und er leugnete abermal und schwur dazu: 
Ich kenne des Menschen nicht. 
Und ilber eine kleine V!eile traten hinzu die da sta.n.den 
und sprachen zu Petro: 
'Wahrlich, du bist auch einer -Von denen, 
denn deine Sprache verr~t dich.' 
Da hub er an sich zu verf luchen und zu schw8ren: 
Ich kenne des l'.Ienschen nicht. 
Und alsbald kr!ihete der Hahn. 
Da dachte Petrus an die Worte Jesu,, da er zu ihm sagte: 
Ehe der Har.in kr!llien wird, 
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Wirst du mich dreimal verleugnen. 
Und ging heraus und V1einete bitterlich. 

Erbarme di ch, me in Gott, u:.m me iner Zfiliren will en. 
Schaue hier, shhaue hier, 
Herz und Auge weint vor dir, 
Weint vor dir bitterlich ••• 11 

And now let us have the other, the gay lady once more. (Ex. 6) 

(Ex. 6) 

~.course when I say she says she is gay, I am not hinting 

subtly that I think Bach is bungling his job. That he can 

rr express" when he wants to "express t1 in the usual, if I may call 

it that, most prosaic sense, he shovrn in his treatment of the 

words llweinete bitterlichn. I could give a lot of examples 

for that kind of expression. There are, however, other kinds 

too that need illustrating. 

TheT'e is a penitentialfanfilta, 11Her1", gehe nicht ins Gericht 11 

(Lord, enter not into judgment) vrhich has a suitably dovmcast, 

ContrJ... te b e"'.1."' nni· DP' an?t t'nen on +:'.l~.le ,,-rords na.enn vor di· r 1.uird. . 0 -o, - '- ~ , -- ~ . -
kein Lebendiger gerechttr (for in Thy sight shall no man be 

justified) breaks into a lively dance. Is Bach bungling again? 

There is no time for this first chorus fyou will have to take 

my word for it), nor for the whole of the incredibly beautiful 

but long aria on the vrnrds 1 "~Yie zi ttern und wanken der sunder 

Gedanken 11 (How the sinners' thoughts quake and tremble). The 

most incredible beauty comes in the development. Unfortunately 

I can only play the very beginning of it and I want to play 

that because of its obvious rhyth'!lic connection with the 

concluding chorale. The chorale (Exrunple 7) starts on the 

words 11?Iun, ich weiss, du wirst mir stillen mein Gewissen, das 

mich plagt 11 (Now I 1:now Thou wilt still my conscience ••• ) 

And the "stillingll is shown in the orchestra. The singers 

have a quarter note per syllable, and to begin with the strings 
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quake below with 4 sixteenths per syllable, just as they did 

in the soprano aria, then the~, calm dovm to triplets, then to 

two eighths, then to nearly one, namely a quarter and an eighth 

in 12/8 time (with the singers still in 4/4), then, ·when the 

singing has stopped, to simple .2E:,~, q~arter notes, in the 

postlude. 
k lJ;l(\ 1'd3. .... t&ei'~ ~~\-l- lu..i v % lt e.v, ( 

% ) { 
J~ l j / 

I' 
, ---

A.cccH.f~(H.e-NT D1l T7I J ~, / J1~ 1 .---, 
fl i , 

~- \,' ((\ ___.. 

~ 
( \ (. 1 J ~ / .L J I ,, "" / r / 

~tl t1 ~(J \ 
L J 

J' ,, 

{ 1-- l {" t f\ l l' \ ' /;;' ' \_/' \./ "~· / ~ 

~~ \...../ 
~ ~ 0 0 ? 
~ ~~ - ~, ,,,l ~\ } ,) 

E~ A simple trick? But effective. Bach was perfectly 

~apable of more complicated rhythmic tricks; but I want to 

leave those till later. 

Let us first go back before the Fall, before Sin, repentance, 

and anxiety. Let us listen to the Creation of Man, as 
~:l..-

presented byr:,_Joseph Haydn. It is Example 8 arid you have the 

words on page 3. The recitative comes more or less straight 

from Genesis: 

Und Gott schuf den Menschen 
Nach seinem Ebenbilde, 
Nach dem Ebenbilde Gottes 
Schuf er Lh..n. 
Mann und Weib erschuf er sie, 
Den Atem des Lebens hauchte er 
In sein Angesicht, 
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Und der Mensch vrurde 
Zur lebendigen Seele. 

The aria comes more or less straight from Milton - whose version 

you can see below. Haydn's version goes: 

Mit wiirdt und Hoheit angetan, 
Mit Sch8nheit, St!irk 1 und Mut begabt, 
Gen HL11Lmel auf gerichtet 
Steht der Mensch, 
Ein Mann und K8nig der Natur. 
Die breit gew8lbt' erhabne Stirn 
Verklindt' der Weisheit tiefen Sinn, 
Und aus dem hellen Blicke ~ 
Strahlt der Geist, 
Des Sch8pfers Hauch und Ebenbild. 

Actually M::iJton said (-when Satan first sees Adam and Eve): 

••• the fiend 
Saw undelighted, all delight, all kind 
Of living creatures, new to sight 2.nd strange. 
Two of far nobler shape, erect and tall, 
Godlike erect, with native honour clad, 
In naked majesty seemed lords of all: 
.And \'rorthy seemed; for in their looks divine 
The image of their glorious Maker shone, 
Truth, wisdom, sanctitude severe and pure 
(Severe, but in true filial freedom placed,) 
vfnence true authority in men. 

We only have time for 

Or expressive? 

One can virtually 

-~ Man rising, and stand upright. But then something happens 

in the music that has no visual correlative. In the passage 

about man's sublime brow and his wisdom the music provides a 

perfect non-pictorial image of the nobility and complexity of 

man 1 s mind. Let us hear that part again. (Ex. 8b) 

Does it not seem to correspond in a startling way to Iv1ilton 1 s 

0 image of their glorious Maker"'? Let us have it once more. 

(Ex. 8c) It does not do it in words or in pictures. 

Gesture comes closest to it, perhaps, but does not solve the 
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riddle either. When one trie$ to convey what happens in 

the music, one is likely to use two hands to show the diversity 

in the unity, the divergence of the lines of horns and strings 

and their juxtaposition with the voice. But one is just as 

likely to throvv up oner s hands helplessly, for this kind of 

miravle cannot really be explained, although one ca~oint to 

this and that that goes on in it. 

It is not even that the various parts that make it up 

are so many or strange. It is that we are confronted with 

the nature of music. It conveys something - but what, and 

how? Or perhaps I should hy%,enate that and say 

"what-and-how"? Perhaps the 11What 11 and the 11 How 11 are 

identical. 

My next example is much more complicated and quite 

frankly so. I can only pick out a few elements of it. 

It is the opening chorus of the St. Matthew Passion. I 

hope the words, which you have got, ·will be of some help. 

I would ask you to look at them now, rather carefully, so that 

later, when you listen to the music, you need at most to glance 

at them. 

First, though, let me say this: Bach employs considerable 

forces in this piece : two entire and separate orchestras,, 

two choirs of four parts each, plus an extra choir of 

sopranos, called Ripieno. The two orchestras start, slowly, 

sadly. After a while the first choir comes in and sings 

words that maan something like 11 Come ye daughters, help me 

lament 11 - with some repetition, but I have by no means 

indicated all repetitions in the text you have in front of 

you; I ~' hovirever, tried to indicate the difference between 

the passages where four to eight voices polyphonically have 
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their words at different times (and often have many notes to 

a syllable) between such passages on the one hand, and the 

passages where they are all together, on the other hand. I 

have underlined the latter. Choir I goes on (altogether, 

underline~) : 11 Sehet 11 - 11Behold 11 - never mind the stresses fall1img 

differently in English - follow the German (and to say 11 see" or 

11 look" would not help either, or not much, because it only has 

one syllable; and one cannot add a monosyllabic object, 

like 11 him 11 , because the exchange between the two choirs that 

follows keeps changing que's tions. So let us just take 11behold 11 .) 

"Behold ii, says Choir I, 11Whom? n asks Choir II, 11 the bridegroom", 

says Choir I, and goes on : "See him 11 • 11 How 11 , asks Choir II 

11Like a lrunb 11 , is the answer; and as though this word "Lamb 11 

had triggered something, the Ripieno choir enters, slowly, 

deliberately, sounding almost unconcerned, heartless, inexorable, 

with a choral tune no Lamm Gottes unschuldig 11 (0 guiltless laJUb 

of God). 

I have sometimes tried to cheat a bit to get the exact 

English word underneath the corresponding German word, but 

mostly I have simply used the English word order and I run fairly 

sure you will see which Germa...n words mea...n what. It does matter, 

of course, what \vord is wedded to -vvhich note. That is why it 

seems to me best to perform a piece in the language in ·which it 

'Nas composed. One can always supply a translation for the 

listener to refer to and must hope that he won't concentrate on 

the trac"lslation instead of on the music.) 

The slov-r can tus f irmus, that is the chorale melody sung by 

the Ripieno choir, goes on (IN CAPITAL LETTERS) 11 am Stamm des· 
or slawrh tered 

Kreuzes geschlachtet 11 that is 11butchered/on'-'the tree of the cross 11 
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- while the two other choirs carry on with the lament and the 

pointings and th0 questions and answers about the bridegroom, 

the lamb. (The . can tus f irmus is given in capital letters 

thr our;i;hou t. ) 

Comes a s11ort orchestral interlude. Then the two choirs 

resume their exchange. Be.hold - what? - behold the patience; 

and the cantus firmus takes up 11 always four1d patient, hovvever 

d . ' l1 espiseQ • Then another short orchestral interlude, still in 

the old rhytbrn, with the insistent J 
in the basses and grou:;Js of eighths, tied in different ways, 

above - sometimes a dotted quarter, namely three eie;hths, tied 

to the fi :st of t~ll3 next gJ:ouIJ of tl1~ece eight11s, tht1s 

Nt l l , t ,, . 
ltt l ·Tl 9- .t~ ~ ,,, ' J ·"' / 
( ~l 

/ ' 
j J ,) / ... 

r' 'l:r 

t<f'\ 
/ r._7 ,i' 

~ > J' ; 

} I :!_. I 
}! 1 J .. ~ 

i .. 
) rT1 7 .- ... 

j \ .. 
.\... " 

-) ;.. .~ ,r,• ,( (;}vi?_. 

w~ cJJ. ~ .f\ 

o_,;_J' ()...{.,· .,._.., ;) ~ck ~;A,_.-e~} l '-"'l v- f '-" 

[j_( 
~ 't. Lr_r 

But suddenly the pattern ch£'Lrise s. The obstinate bass continues, 

but above it there are now g;rou _ _:;s of three staccato eighths. 

And the Y1o:eds? 11 Look - at what, R_t vihat.,, 2t what? - look at 

our guilt. 11 Surely it is no accident that this Protestant 

Cantor, vrhen it comes to the confes:=;ion of guilt, emplo:rs the 

musical equivalef\t of the Catholic triple striking of the breast. 

Thou bo::r.ne 11 (it is 

all rather 1~e:miniscent of th,3 Latin ·1:0::..•c.~; of t:i::; U'.::iJ·s 11 .Agnus Dei 

qul• toll''" ""'"CC".\+-.., -~11ndJ" i1) tteJ.~,e 1 •• 1,1e sh_ould hqve to des_c,1ai:r 0 • '-_ J.. "'' l"' c; c .. v 0. l<l ·'- ~ • - • -

Then the two choirs point to Christ carrying his own cross to 
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his execution and the Ripieno choir ends by calling on Jesus 

to have mercy - just as the corrt8ponding part of the Mass 

concludes ~1miserere nob is 11 • The two choirs once more point 

to the Bridegroom, the Lamb, then comes the orchestral 2ostlude. 

This introductory chorus is a long number and straightaway 

sets the tone for a great and long work. As soon as its starts 

·we knmv we are in for 4 and a half hours of it., or should be. 

That, too., is an aspect of the role of time in music. The 

time Stravinsky was talking about. One has to give time to 

music. One cannot have it an.d something alse at the same time. 

To ~ act as though one ~ is self-deception and has serious, . 
diabolical consequences. 

So this great work starts with a grand and long number, 

which by the clock usually taKts 10 or 11 minutes (the way 

Schvrni tzer advocates and Scherchen actually takes is s ome.v1hat 

quicker. We m:>e now about to hear a 11 standard 11 version-} -

but, whatever the basic speed, the number itself contains two 

distinct orders of time - or an image of time and eternity. 

The two orchestras and choirs operate in one, the ripieno choir 

clearly in another. Its basic unit per syllable is a dotted 

quarter or three basic units of an eighth( that the others 

work in. The difference, the distinctness, is further empha-

sised by the distrihution of the phrases of the cantus firmus 

over what goes on belov1 and by the fact that it is a major tune 

and much of what the others utter is in minor or where it is 

not imt'~nor is harmonically slanted in a way to contrast vrith thE 

clearly ma:;.,.,ked melody of the C&'l. tus firnrus. 

Ex. 9 (Kormnt ih...r T8chter) 
~· 
(PAUSE. Then: ) 

(Ex. 9·} 
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You lr.now~the quotation from Stravinsky which I ~ave you 

at the beginning was incomplete. I ga'4e it in the form in 

which it is given in a book of the "expressionist" school of 

thought that has appeared relatively recently: Music as Meta-

nhor, by Donald Ferguson. Ferguson clearly needed an Aunt 

Sally, a straw man. So he made half a Stravinsky into his 

stre:w man and quoted: 

11 I consider that music is, by its very nature, essentially 
powerless to express anything at all, whether a feeling, 
an attitude of mind, a psychological mood, a phenomenon 
of nature, etc. Expression has never been an inherent 
property of music. That is by no mea.-ris the purpose of 
its existence, •• ~xpression is) an aspect which, unconscious
ly or by force O.Lfiabi t, we have come to confuse with its 
essential being ••• Music is given us with the sole purpose 
of establishing an order in things, including, and particu
larly, the coordination between man and time,,,Its 
indispen$able requirement is construction:-- Construction 
once completed, this order has been attained, and there 
is nothing more to be said, 11 

That is the Ferguson quotation from strawman Stravinsky, Now, 

let me give you the real Stravinsky: 

11 ••• For I consider that music is, b:T its very nature, 
essentially powerless· to express anything at all, whether 
a feeling, an attitude of mind, a psychological mood, a 
phenomenon of nature, etc •••. Expression has never been 
an inherent property of music, That is by no means the 
purpose of its existence. If' as is nearl a~ ~' 
music a-:Jnears to express some hin.iz is is oniv an~illusioil 

no ·a real t • is s_mp -~nal a ri'biT£e--
.,...v.....,·rn.-.i-;-,~---- acit and inve erate greement, we~ 
t'11rU:St un~~ a conve~- in ·d}lort, an 
~ich, unconsciousl~force of habit, we have 
come to confUse with its essential being. 

Music is the sole domain in which man real.,.,. s the pres en' 
the inroer ec vi:m of is - "GU· , ma·1 is doomed t su m -1>0-

yhe p.assag~1e - to i s cav :ories of s~-
w~~ p a le o ive su sta.i'1ce, and therefore 
-~ ~i'Z.gorv oj_ ne o:'ip:-71.>-;-:o~~-i-v:-.------
~1-ienomeno of music is given to us with the sole 
purpose of es ab_ishing an order in things, including, and 
particularly, the coordination between man and time. To 
re put into practice, its indispen$able and single requirement 
is construction. Construction once completed, this order 
has been attained, and there is nothing more to be said. 
It· would be fu til.e to look for, or expect anything else from ...._ .... 

· it. It is precisely this construction, this achieved order 
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which produces in us a UTulUe emotion having nothing_ 
~------'-' d. ~~~+-~ l in uuHm1on vn.l,n our or .inarv_s_e.J.~.ons anc our resnonses 
~iliLI~p.i1-asiiDD.s nf (;LS j J ¥-i.u_a__ t-efte- "'H~o-t--
oe tter define the sensation c D.y music thf:Jll by 
saying that it is~~'cca with that evoked by the 
interplay of ~_1rtJitectural forms. Goethe thoroughly 
underC' ct that when he called architecture petrified 

_. ~-) 

What interests me most in the part of Stravinsky suppressed 

by Ferguson G'is the last bit about it being "precisely this 

construction, this achieved order, ·which produces in us a 

unique emotion. 11 The s&'lle Stravinsky, incidentall,, said 

some time later, ·when asked about religion and the 1Nri ting of 

relie;ious music (and as you know he writes it) : that it 

cannot be done without faith. And he did not, I think, just 

say that to bamboozle the burghers. 

11 A unique emotiono •• 11 We obviously do not all feel it 

when we listen to music .. It is useless ~nd harmful to pretend 

that we do. But there is something in cornraon between those 

who are properly moved by it. The same thing in them responds 

to the s~me thing in the nTQsic. One can also be improperly 

moved,, by extra-musical associations. The improper movement 

can be ezploi ted and manipulated by Movie and Muzak make1~s and 

other Merchants. .And I 8Jn convinced that unless v;e drive 

them out where theJ have no legitimate business, and keep them 

at bay, Hi-Fi, transistors, and all, we will be driven out of 

our minds. It is precisely because it is the universal 

tongue that music must not be ubiquitous. 

Let us, however, return to proper motion or emotion mid 

to our last I~x.runple. V!e ~~ moved - bod:Lly and in ou:r souls. 

'i'I'nat is it that does that? In this instance it was not just 

the v-railing on 11 Come ye daughters .... 11 ,_, It is the ·way that 

musical phrase has been used in a musical structure, not only 
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having the "llih'1loved11 cantus firmus superimposed on it, but also 

-being switched about, mo-ved and used here and there, either as 

the stressed or as the unstressed part of the larger unit, and 

used with different words. 

All our exarnple s to-day were of music with words - though 

I think the most exciting part of the Haydn is the purely 

orchestral part - still1 it comes in a context of sung words. 

You may have noticed that I omitted opera. This was not done 

to rig the argument in any way ( it doesn 1 t actually - opera 

cuts both ways ) but in order to keep the field of discussion 

manageable. 

On the other hand I do want to end with ·a_ few words a~out 

instrumental music. .. It moves too - even_, and especially, 

when it is far removed from any association with words • 

. You 1mov1 .tl1a_t I __ could give exs.mples of instrumental music that 

seems to express emotion. Much of Mozart rs instrumental music 

is dovmright operatic, reminds one of dr&'llatic situations and 

characters singing. But for my last e:cample I have chosen 

something to whic:h no emotional label will stick. 

And yet ~t moves. 

So let Mozart have the last 1,wrd. (Ex. 10, Minuet from 
Serenade in· 
C-minor) 


